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the fusion features two audio inputs, including a combo jack, one main input with a switchable phantom power-operated microphone and a direct line input for guitars. midi in/out is via the standard midi interface that is found on pretty much every studio keyboard around. there are also midi i/o connections for
external sequencers and other external effects boxes. three cv/gate jacks allow the internal mixer to control external synthesizers and effects units. the hard drive is 16mb, i don't know what capacity internal dat decks these days are, but 16mb is pretty tiny, especially for the affordable price of this unit. alesis

have done a good job in providing a load of software utilities that could be useful to the user, alesis come with a good selection of utility software such as: soundsman i, soundsman ii, beatbox, hitman, auto-mixer vst, bassbox and spectral 2. of course, you can use your own off-the-shelf virtual instrument software.
the alesis hr-16 drum machine is also available in a 'work version' which has been factory upgraded with a dual hi-z guitar input and stereo mic input with switchable phantom power. it includes both the hr-16 and the mmt-8. at £1499, this is a great price for such a quality instrument. one thing that can be said

about previous synthstation models is that they don't really offer much in the way of direct connections, and are made up of a series of very monolithic boxes. the fusion, on the other hand, is typical of the'masses' currently dominating the scene in terms of size and processing power, and yet despite containing a
total of 14 usb ports and a dual analogue/digital audio out, it manages to be small enough to move about with ease, and stylish enough to blend in with any existing setup. if you don't fancy plugging a bunch of cables into your computer every time you use it, but still want to link directly to the host, then you can

use the included usb->adc connectivity box and its 2 x usb->adc, 1 x audio in and 1 x audio out (which are each 1m long) and totally bypass all your power sockets, even when using mains power. the fd box version is also available, but the analogue outputs on the latter model are 1m longer, so the choice is
yours. 5ec8ef588b
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